
Case study

Step 1 : Research- Lets understand what is Music stream apps and spotify

Step 2 : Analysis- Competitor Analysis

Select User group and Prepare for User interview.  

Designation : Any

Education : Any

No of Target users: 5 to 7 Duration: 15 days

Interview type : F2FStatus: Any

Age: 16-30

Device: Mobile

 How do you know the spotify ?

2. Why do you use particularly spotify ?

3. What Kind of music Do you prefer ?

4. What is your expectation the monent you open the application ?

5. When do you prefer to use the sptify ?

6. What is the other alternative you think other than the Spotify ?

7. What were you using before spotify ?

8. How long have you been using the spotify ?

9. Which other music apps are there in you phone ?

10. What do you like and dont like in spotify ?

Questions

Q.1) A1) I dont remember particualary , i just know about it

Q.2) A2) All tracks are updated, and most of them are free. Easy to search.

Q.3) A3) Melody and new trend tracks.

Q.4) A4) Recently played

Q.5) A5) Commute ,Travelling long distance , working, sometimes when i woke up in the morning.

Q.6) A6) Gaana Youtube and wink

Q.7) A7)  Gaana and youtube

Q.8) A8)  Arround 3 years

Q.9) A9) Other than Spotify , as a app i have Gaana. 

Q.10) A10)  Free music and plenty of tracks and i dont like toomuch adds in the spotify

Subject 1

Age : 30
Device: Mobile
Designation : Art Director
Education : Masters
Status : Married

Interview sample
Response -Total interviewd subjects-7

In a country like India people have very vivid taste of music's, plenty of options and  every 1 person out of 10 is music enthusiast and that one person always keep exploring the new source

of music .Most of the users got to know about Spotify by the friends and colleagues , initially they just installed to explore , before that the users were using YouTube as their primary

source of the music , but they encountered problems like, more data usage , if the moment phone is locked YouTube stops playing,  “I cannot use the other application while playing

something in YouTube” , “sometimes i just need a music not the video” so they found spotify is the solution for their problems . 



Most of the users i chose are employees, working in a corporate and all of them prefer to listen music when they commute to Home to office and also when they are travelling for a long 
distance. There is one more category among them who like to play music while driving their vehicle and they encounter a problem always which they find difficult to search the particular 
music while holding steering wheel and focusing on the road.



One of the important point i noticed why users like Spotify is all kind of music's are up-to-date in the app and most of them for  free of cost, in the mean time the other competitors are

lacking in one or another. Users are finding Amazon misic as an alternative especially who drive 4 wheelers because its having an amazing ‘Alexa’ feature, users can choose and change

music using voice command. but there is a catch amazon is not offering most of its music for free and only limited options with free music. Users are using Spotify since last 2-3 years and 
they have pretty much positive abut it .



The moment Users open the app they more focus on is  features in Spotify one is list of played music ( History) and  New song updates. 


Answer Summury 

Purpose of the Studay Spotify-Literature Review
Purpose of the study is to discover how user

experience can be enhanced in the

music streaming application, what are the 

users expectations among all 

other competitors .

https://moiglobal.com/spotify-case-study-202008/Source: MOI GLOBAL -
Google Cloud -https://cloud.google.com/customers/spotify

What is spotify ?

After having gone through couple of articles on Spotify realized how huge the product users are, Over around 299 million subscribers among them 182 million premium subscribers 
across 180+ countries, it has occupied around 35% of global music streaming market. Spotify is available on over 300 devices across 80 hardware brands, Spotify users are twice as 
engaged as apple music users and 3 times as engaged as amazon music unlimited users. Other than operating system are few software programs or apps that generate the daily 
usage of Spotify the average Spotify user spends 25 hours a month on the service, topping even Facebook at 19 hoursa month and Instagram at 14 hours a month.



According to the 2020 report 43,000 artists are contributing around 82 million tracks

Spotify is a digital music & podcast service that gives you access to millions of songs and other content from creators all over the world.

Basic functions such as playing music are totally free, but you can also choose to upgrade to Spotify Premium. Whether you have Premium or not, you can get recommendations based on 
your taste Biocollections of music and podcasts And more! Spotify is available across a range of devices, including computers, phones, tablets, speakers, TVs, and cars, and you can easily 
transition from one to another with Spotify Connect.

What am i going to do ?
User experience case study on Music

streaming app Spotify 

(Research and Analysis )

Key Highlights by Users 

Spotify has wide range of music tracks
Free track lists are waste 
Users like to listen music while Travelling and Driving 
Updates of New songs 
Recently played list (History)
Listen to trank while phone is locked
Other apps can be used listening tracks in spotify

Pain point
User cannot change or choose the song without touching the keypad or screen

Who are the competators 

 Amazon musi
 Gaan
 youtub
 Geo music

In the Music streaming platform with respect to Users  closest competator is Youtube and Amazon music. Most of the users dont use particualarly yotube 
for music, hence i would prefere to conduct the competative analysis with Amazon music and also unlike Gaana spotify is a global music streeming 
application. Lets look in to over view of business model for both the app.

Business models
Both Spotify and Amaon music has the same business model, which is Freemium revenue model, which means offers a basic, limited, ad-supported service for free and 
an unlimited premium service for a subscription fee.

Visual feel and experience analysis

Spotify

Home screen

Arrangement of  Recently played and icons 
are well banalced.

Tittle font is good but it can be little smaller, 
because the size of the font is grabbing more 
attention than it required . 

Icons makes feel like little 
complicated

All the colors which appears on the bacground 
dont  go well, some times it feels very boring.

Icons make feel like little complicated

Amazon Music

Arrangement menu bar comparitively dose 
not seems balanced.

Tittle font and size is 
well balanced

Alexa fauture can be the important USP 
of the Amazon music, mean time 
spotify has no voice command option.

Play mode

Home screen

The color theme is looking very 
trenday and it seems interesting
The over all look and feel in the 
play mode is good and engaging

Play mode

Summary of what are the Wants ?

Free of cost, all kind of  tracks should be available,  should be one stop for all tracks, low data consuming, Do not want Video streaming,  New treand tracks. Top hit tracks, old tracks.

In a country like India people have very vivid taste of music, plenty of options and  every 1 person out of 10 is music enthusiast and that one person always keep exploring the new source of 
musics .Most of the users got to know about Spotify by the friends and colleagues , initially they just installed to explore , before that the users were using YouTube as their primary source of the 
music , but they encountered problems like, more data usage , if the moment phone is locked YouTube stops playing, “I cannot use the other application while playing something in YouTube” , 
“sometimes i just need a music not the video” so they found Spotify is the solution for their problems .



Most of the users i chose are employees, working in a corporate and all of them prefer to listen music when they commute to Home, Home to office and also when they are travelling for a long 
distance.There is one more category among them who like to play music while driving their vehicle and they encounter a problem always which they find difficult to search the particular music 
while holding steering wheel and focusing on the road.



One of the important point i noticed why users like Spotify is all kind of music are up-to-date in the app and most of them for  free of cost, in the mean time the other competators are lacking in 
one or another. Users are finding Amazon misic as an alternative especially who drive 4 wheelers because its having an amazing ‘Alexa’ feature, users can choose and change music using voice 
command. but there is a catch amazon is not offering most of its music for free and only limited options with free music. Adds are more in the Spotify sometimes it irritates too much Users are 
using spotify since last 2-3 years and they have pretty much positive about it .



The moment Users open the app they more focus on is  features in Spotify one is list of played music ( History) and  New song updates. , and also they always want to have the create their own 
playlist, but its not their essential need, users top priority of  need and want is the history of recently played list .


Affinity Mapping 

User want now :

Employees

Voice Command

Voice Command

 Corporate Artists Travellers

User like : More music options Free of cost Musics are upto date

Can create own play list

Tracks can be played while phone is locked

User Painpoint now : Can’t change the song while driving No voice command Difficult to search while driving Too many advertisements 

User need now :

When do they listen ?: Travelling Long distance Working/ Corporate Commute/Public transport Doing nothing

Alternative: Gaana Amazon Music Youtube

Who are the users ?

Problem statement

The spotify is playing a huge role on the music streaming industry, Users are satisfied with the service of spotify. Spotify managed to get and hold large Users/Subscribers wih  
successful business model. To keep up with the competitors  spotify must adopt voice commanding feature.

Users are using the Spotify having no further expectation until they start to drive their vehicle, the problem that users are encountering while driving is they have to use their hand to change 
the music in the spotify app or to search any kind of music, it is difficult to user to keep the focus on the road and look in to the app at the same time  Importantly user most likely do not use 
phone’s inbuilt voice command to search and play music.

Vision statement

Synthesis  -User Persona 1Step 3 :

User Persona 2

Name : Sri Lakshmi

Name : Bharath

Commute to office , work , Public transport, listen to music, Talk to friends, help in house hold work, listen to music

Commute to office , work ,Office cab , listen to music. web series, Music videos

Gahana is working as a business analyst, 2+ years of experience , working hard to reach the goal, meet with friends in a weekend,

Like to try different foods, Watch new movies.

Bharath is working as a software engineer with 6+ years of experience , having mindset of work hard and enjoy hard, meet with friends in a weekend, 
Like to try different foods, Watch new movies, weekend travelling, bike rider, solo rider.

Career growth, learning new, discussions, economic wellness

Ambitious in career, Learning new, Sports, Trekking. Travelling

Not having sufficient food,  public transport, commute, weather conditions, crowd, end of the day work assigns.

Not having sufficiant time, traffics, more time in office cab, wearing earphone for ong time.

Mobile, headphone, laptop, TV , Social media

Mobile, headphone, laptop, TV , Xbox, Social media.

Converse, H&M

Adidas, Nike, Wrangler, Amzon

Melody, Indian classical , Old movie classic, 

Melody, Indian classical , Western music, Raps, 

Daily day life :

Daily day life :

Motivations :

Motivations :

Frustrations :

Frustrations :

Technology :

Technology :

Brand :

Brand :

Music :

Music :

Bio: 

Bio: 

Age : 24

Age : 29

Gender : Female

Gender : Male

Occupation : Business Analyst

Occupation : Software engineer

Status : Single

Status : Single

Device : Mobile

Device : Mobile

Location : Bengaluru

Location : Bengaluru

Scenario Building

Scenario

Bharath Thinks of listening to music while Commuting to 
office or Driving

Opens up his phone and look for Music app or particularly 
for spotify, Home screen and tracks lists are displayed on 
the screen 

Bharath start commute/Travel / Driving for a long 
distance 

While driving connects AUX cable or Bluetooth to car 
music system 

He feels enough of recently played list while driving the car Home screen display, All category tracks lists

Due to distance from mobile bharath  struggle to change/
choose different track on the screen

While bharath is engaged in Physical activity/ Driving, 

try to change the track using one hand while other hand 
is on steering wheel, struggled to focuses on both road 
and mobile screen simultaneously. ( if available  bharath 
Uses the voice command to change the track)

Functional eliments

Search for tracks/Recently played / New updates/ 
Trending list

1st goes to Recently played list and tab on the particualar 
track

Some how managed to choose 

different track and taped on the play button

Screen display while driving, Managed to keep focus on 
the road, play the desired track/ sometime just changing 
the track randomly. Just gives the command to the spotify 
, spotify recognizes the desired track and starts to play it

Further Details

Story board 1

Bharth Thinks of music Takes out the mobile and 

searchfor music app (Spotify)

Open spotify Picks up a song and play

Story board 2

Bharath get in to the car to

Travel/commute/longdrive


snd thinks of mucsic to play

While he is drivig , he wants to

change the track for his mood

Instead  using his hand and

concentration to search track,

he commands Spotify through 


his voice.

Spotify recognizes voice

command andstart to play


the Track

Step 4 :  Ideate-  wireframe

Step 5 :  Visual design reference and Test

Home Search Library Talk

Wireframe

Recently Played

Shows to try

Radio

Artists

Home Search Library Talk

Introducing Voice assistant

Recently Played

Shows to try

The Ringer Allake bande has.. Tjme rab diktha h..

Namastey India Dacula.

Artists

Ayushman khurana RJ AbhiEnilinea Show

Family matters

Radio

Home Search PremiumLibrary Voice assist

Processing ....

Light Mode

Dark Mode

Recently Played Recently Played

Shows to try Shows to try

The Ringer The RingerAllake bande has.. Allake bande has..Tjme rab diktha h.. Tjme rab diktha h..

Namastey India Namastey IndiaDacula. Dacula.

Artists Artists

Ayushman khurana RJ AbhiEnilinea Show Ayushman khurana RJ AbhiEnilinea Show

Family matters Family matters

Radio Radio

Home HomeSearch SearchPremium PremiumLibrary LibraryVoice assist Voice assist

Processing ....

Recently Played

Shows to try

The Ringer Allake bande has.. Tjme rab diktha h..

Namastey India Dacula.

Artists

Ayushman khurana RJ AbhiEnilinea Show

Family matters

Radio

Home Search PremiumLibrary Voice assist

Thank you !

Activity Diagram 

Open Spotify Open Spotify Connect Phone to

theaux cable in the

car or connect blue 

tooth

Browse tracks

Search tracks based on 
the


 mood oftravel

Search tracks / 
change While driving

Search tracks

Recently played
Recently played Open spotify

Choose Tracks
Choose Tracks Choose Tracks

Listen to 
Tracks Listen to 

Tracks
Listen to 
Tracks

Tap the

 App icon

Travelling
Started

driving

Ideal Activity While traveling While Traveling+Driving

DecisionAction FlowStart

Legends

Information architecture

Search

Your Library

Premium

Your top genres

Most Recet lists

Premium plans

Add Artists

Add Podcasts & 

shows

Particular music

category

All music

category

Browse all

User talk

Identify the user

command

Result

Home

Play mode

Podcast

Podcast Lists

Podcast play

Recently played

Tracks list Regional/Global Regional/Global

Trending List

Based on the user 
taste

Trending list

New Update Recommend

Track lists Track lists Track lists

Voice command


